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WORDS OF OUR BELOVED PROPHET

TO BE LOVE

According to notes taken at the time of a conversation with RAEL

Life is a kind of filter. What will count in the end?
All the silly things and the evil that we do on earth happen because one forgets that their last hour will
come. What will count then? Diplomas? Accumulated goods? What will count then is the trace of love that
we will have left, like a furrow in a large field. This furrow must be a furrow of love. It is necessary to think
of it at all times.
If I die tonight, will I leave a large enough furrow of love on earth? Honestly, ask yourself the question. Did
you give enough love?
I am not speaking of hormonal love, the love which binds two people who are in love, or which binds the
mother and her child. I speak of the love given to those who we do not have hormonal connections with.
The love of Jesus, Buddha, Yahwe, has nothing to do with hormonal love. My love is not hormonal. Apart
from that, nothing else matters.
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A person can have small heartaches, a little selfishness when they give love in order to receive love. When
that happens it is a lack of humility, a lack of consciousness.
Love is beautiful only when it is given. As long as you want some, you cannot give some.
Some people leave for India, they leave everything behind to go help those who are dying of AIDS there, to
hold their hand and to be by their side when they die. They leave everything behind in order to give. It is
beautiful. It is extreme. But why not do it here in the modern society where one is living? Those people
create a rupture, they change their lives drastically, to the left then to the right... It is good. But the middle
ground would be better. To live all our life in the middle ground while being a being of love.
There are lots of people whom one can help where we are. It is here where there is the biggest lack of
intellect. In Africa, people are stripped of everything, and they are happy. Here there is despair, lack of
spirituality. We are living in the Third World, when it comes to spirituality.
If everything stops this evening, and it is always possible, did you do enough?
To give without expectation; Not even a thank you. To give for no reason. To give love to people whom one
does not know. To give without expectation. It is selfishness to want to be thanked.
You make somebody happy. It is great.
Giving it is not a business. Love is not to be negotiated. Love cannot be hormonal. If you live that way, then
you will have such incomparable happiness, that nothing can match up to it. I will always remember an
episode in my life where the one who claimed to be my father stopped his car close to a vagrant and
offered him a large banknote. The other then answered "I do not beg". This anecdote had an impact on
me. The one who receives has a choice.
Certain people help me in a completely anonymous way. They give for themselves. They do not await
thanks.
There is this joke which is one of my favorites, this person arrives in paradise and asks to see what hell is
like, as a favor. This favor is granted and he visits hell where he sees tables set with extraordinary meals
and people sitting at them with large forks attached to their hands, forks so large that they cannot eat by
themselves... generating frustration and suffering. Then, he returns to paradise and sees the same image
with splendid tables and the same long forks attached to the people and these people are feeding each
other... This story is the most beautiful story which I know on earth, let’s remember it. Think of it everyday.
There are people who give to forget that they do not love themselves. It is very Judeo-Muslim-Christian,
and they flog themselves as well. One should love oneself the same way we love others.
We cannot give if we don’t love ourselves.
When you look in a mirror, you see the Elohim. They created us in their image. When you do not love
yourself, you do not love them.
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Q: If one gives without love, is it bad?
A: It is better than nothing J
Q: How does one find the middle ground?
A: If there was a good answer for everyone, that would not be interesting.
It is necessary to wake up in the morning and say to ourselves: "To whom will I give love today?”
We offer the tools to find the middle ground, but then it’s up to you. We cannot force people to do what is
good for them. But it is nevertheless necessary to tell it to them gently. Each person is responsible for their
life. No one likes to be forced. Elohim do not force us. Individually, we have to act to be on the side of the
just.
It is better to give until losing balance than to not give enough. A good guide will tell to you to maintain
your balance, he/she will speak to you about the middle ground. But sacrifice is admirable. It is better to
have done too much and die than to have done nothing and die old.
About our professional plans.
Professional planning is good, but that is not wisdom.
What is interesting is living one day at a time. One can give oneself challenges like climbing a mountain. But
one does not need to climb this mountain to feel better. In our heads, we are above all the mountains. It is
good to have direction, that can give us joy, but my happiness will not depend on it. Happiness is here and
now. One day at a time.
The present does not exist. The present is the consumption of the future to make it the past. It is like the
flame of the candle. The flame is a process. We consume life. We cannot stop it. Happiness it is the
intensity of the flame, the intensity of the process of consumption of the future to make it the past. A
strong gale can blow out the candle.
It does not prevent us from making plans, but happiness does not depend on the success of the plan. It is
good to have joy, like the joy of having achieved something, but one should not confuse joy and happiness.
To accomplish something is not happiness. An infinitesimal split second, one cannot stop it... that is
happiness.
Do not forget the meditation on the candle. One sees oneself by looking at the candle. Plans are not
happiness, they are just plans which can bring joys. But happiness is the intense flame. I got a new job?
Great. I didn’t get it? No problem! Some people survive very well by not having anything.
Benevolence is to help other candles know that they burn.
Bring love where there is no love. Give some especially to those who do not deserve it. Give it to your
competition, that is even greater.
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THE BLASPHEMY CHALLENGE
Atheist organizations are usually not very active in promoting
their ideas, (apart from us, of course J). Brian Flemming, the
author of the movie “The God Who Wasn’t There” has
started a movement called “The Rational Response Squad”
that is very refreshing, gathering atheists who are taking what
they call the Blasphemy Challenge.
If you haven’t heard about it yet, just to summarize:
according to Christian belief, it is said that Jesus will forgive
any one of your sins, even the worst ones, but you cannot be
forgiven if you deny the existence of the Holy Spirit.
Generations of children who have been told so, grew in the fear of being damned if doubts cross their
mind… Fear of hell is torture and it is refreshing to see young people taking the blasphemy Challenge and
claiming highly that there is no holy spirit.
RAEL, in support of this atheist organization and as the leader of the largest atheist organization, that is the
Raelian Movement, has taken the Blasphemy Challenge as well and you can see his video on YouTube at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=InjgkhwpzJQ as well as on our news site www.raelianews.org.
RAEL also asks all Raelians to do the same and take the challenge J… and have fun!!!
Sometimes Raelians are told that we cannot be considered as atheists and that the Raelian philosophy is
like any other religion, that it is based on revelation and that revelation without proof cannot be taken
seriously.
RAEL was saying today that “the ‘revelation’ in our philosophy is that there is no such thing as
revelation!!!” J
The information received by RAEL from an extra-terrestrial intelligence is mainly about scientific facts that
they say we will be able to prove soon in laboratories using a strict scientific method. There are no irrational
or supernatural "revelations" in there... On the contrary, it demystifies all the pseudo-supernatural of the
old religions, showing that the miracles of God or his Prophets can be easily understood now with our level
of knowledge.
RAEL also said: “Let’s imagine that we are a civilization which hasn’t discovered the law of gravity yet and
an extra-terrestrial civilization explains it to us before we can check its scientific value with our own
experimentation, it doesn’t make it a ‘revelation’ but rather the communication of scientific knowledge by a
more advanced civilization.”
If you remember well, ten years ago everyone thought that cloning was impossible. It was one of these
strict scientific dogmas. Rael had the information 32 years ago that we would be able to do it soon and we
are now about to celebrate the 10th anniversary of the first cloned mammal!!!
Cloning wasn’t a revelation, it was advanced information.
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RAEL also said: “Now, if we consider the THEORY of evolution, could we qualify it as an irrational
‘revelation’ by a man having an almost supernatural ‘revelation’...as it has still after many years not been
proven in a laboratory... but it is well accepted and is now a ‘dogma’ of the common scientific world...
But the most important part of the message given to us by this very scientifically advanced extra-terrestrial
civilization is that there is no supernatural, no god, no soul and no holy spirit and that if we want to reach
higher levels of civilization we must abandon these primitive concepts... can we have a more scientific
philosophy? Even the traditional evolutionist scientific community doesn’t go so far and many of the socalled ‘rational’ scientists continue to believe in god, soul and holy spirit....”
“Regarding the fact that this knowledge has been communicated to us by human beings from another
planet, there is nothing supernatural in it as these extra terrestrials say that they are human like us, that
there is no supreme being, and that all is science. All the scientific community agrees that we cannot be
alone in the universe and we cannot be the most advanced civilization. So there is nothing supernatural or
irrational even in this fact. Now, the only thing which can be doubted is whether I met them or not...”
For the Raelians, this is not very important, as for us it’s not the ‘contact’ with them which matters but the
Message they gave us. What matters is whether the message and its 100% rational and scientific content
make sense or not... and it does… and we are so grateful Beloved Prophet that you accepted to carry it and
to bring us the pleasure to live that goes with the understanding of the Message you have received!!!
We owe you so much! Thank you…….

PEOPLE’S OPINION ISN’T RESPECTED
A recent poll by The British Social Attitudes report which surveyed 3,000 people shows that eight out of ten
of people support a law change to allow doctors to actively end the lives of terminally ill patients who want
to die. It also says that 60% support doctors prescribing, but not administering, drugs someone could use
to end their own life.
However for the past ten years, and again last May, a bill which would allow terminally ill people to be
helped to die was blocked by the House of Lords.
The opinion of the people is just not respected. The report states: “In certain respects the current law that
prohibits assisted dying seems to be at odds with public opinion.”
RAEL made the following comments following the publication of the report:
“Wonderful! If democracy means something we have to listen to the people! Whatever the
conservative churches say... it’s so good to see that almost nobody listens to them anymore. And
that applies not only to euthanasia, but also to contraception, abortion, divorce, etc... So why are the
media giving so much room to what the pope and other conservative religious leaders say?
The answer is: propaganda by media owners who are conservative and try to influence people... Why
is it also that the same media doesn’t publish the opinion of the huge majority who is not listening to
these dinosaur ‘spiritual leaders’, who look more and more like primitive sorcerers or shamans
compared to what the vast majority of people really want and do. One more time - the Internet is the
only solution to this media brainwashing...
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You should cancel all your subscriptions to traditional media and write to them, telling them why you
do so... they can either adopt a modern and progressive position and survive or become bankrupt as
nobody wants to hear about the Christian ‘ethicists’ condemning and criticizing the People’s way of
life anymore, when 80% of the people support euthanasia, 90% support contraception, 90% support
the right to divorce, 70% support the right to abortion, etc...
But when traditional media talk about these subjects, they still give less than 50% of the segment
discussion to these new values and more than 50% to conservative Christian ethicists opposing or
criticizing the people's choice! Talk about manipulation... If the media were impartial, and had
respect for the People's choice and way of life, they would, as an example about euthanasia, give
80% of the article content to supporters of euthanasia and 20% only to opponents, but this is never
the case...”

RAEL CALLS FOR A CREATION OF THE UNITED NATIONS OF IXACHILAN
Press release sent to South America and the Hispanic media of the United States.
RAEL, founder and leader of the Raelian Movement, asks for the creation
of the United Nations of Ixachilan, since this name was given to the
immense continent which goes from Alaska to Tierra del Fuego, by its
inhabitants in pre-Colombian times. This name, or any other name which
would be chosen by its inhabitants, should replace as soon as possible the
shamefully colonial denomination ‘Latin American’.
RAEL is already at the origin of the great movement of emancipation in
Africa which gains much scope and which is supported by the majority of
the traditional chiefs for the creation of the Plain Kingdoms of Kama, Kama
being the old name which the inhabitants of the African continent gave to
their territory.
RAEL also expresses his total support for the process of cultural and spiritual decolonization of the territory
ranging between Rio Grande in the North and the Tierra del Fuego in the South which has entered a new
phase, as the standpoint and symbolic acts of Rafael Correa, the new President of Equador, as well as those
of Evo Morales in Bolivia and Hugo Chavez in Venezuela, illustrate.
The words “Latin America” are composed of the first name of a European colonizer, Amerigo Vespucci, and
the term “Latin”.
To which illusory "Latinity" is this term referring to?
Linguistic Latinity? - Is Quebec part of Latin America since it also practices a Latin language?
Religious Latinity? - Is this entire continent Roman Catholic then? If so, would an Argentinian Jew or
Bolivian Guarayu be "Latin American", would a New York Irish Catholic be "Latin American" then?
Does Latinity refer to ethnicity? Then would all those who originated in Latium which is the region around
Rome be Latino-American, meaning hundreds of thousands of Italians and descendants of Italian
Immigrants from the Italian Capital and its surroundings on that continent?
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The term Latin American, in addition to being historically unfounded, is the obvious expression of the
persistence of the colonial spirit inculcated by the barbaric Iberian colonization and whose devastations do
not cease to mortify the populations of that continent, and are maintained by the Latin Roman Catholic
Church which interest is to maintain the myth of the "Latinity" of a continent that it still dreams as its own.
The pre-colonial traditions in Ixachilan were extremely peaceful and the religions were much closer to the
teachings of our Creators, the Elohim, the scientists that are at the origin of all forms of life on earth who
have to be taken for gods by our ancestors but whose traces have been well kept by the pre-Columbian
cultures.
Among others, the mission which has been given to RAEL is to give back dignity and hope to all those who
have been violated and plundered over thousands of years, in the name of a god who does not exist.
The Raelian Philosophy lauds the restitution of the land, the resurrection of habits, religions, indigenous
languages and the federation in a united continent which incorporates all original and immigrating
populations in harmony and social justice.
It invites political leaders, indigenous chiefs, peaceful historians, linguists, NGO’s, activists and progressives
to get together and decide on a new name which this territory will have to carry, an essential step to begin
a real de-colonization. From this day on, Raelians will give the example and will cease conveying the terms,
Latin America, Latinos, Iber America, Indians, Amerindians and will replace them, by the terms
Ixachilanians and Ixachilan which means ‘vastness’ in Nahuatls.
Ixachilan Raelians undertake this day the promotion of these actions to the indigenous authorities of the
countries of Ixachilan where they are represented in preparation for RAEL‘s visit on the continent which is
due in the current year.

OUR SUPPORT THIS WEEK
To China for its One-Child Policy.
RAEL has offered his congratulations for this policy to Chinese officials who
are the only ones to tackle overpopulation. China's basic one-child policy that
has been in effect since the late 1970s, was reviewed and renewed without
change last month. The policy limits urban couples to one child and rural
families to two to control the population and conserve natural resources.
Beijing says it has helped prevent 400 million births and has aided the
nation's rapid economic development.
China has about 1.3 billion people and represents 20 percent of the global
total. The government has pledged to keep the population under 1.36 billion
by 2010 and under 1.45 billion by 2020.
Rael stressed that the Raelian Movement wishes to help against the terrible
effect of the Vatican’s Catholic Church on this matter, which actively
promotes the refusal of any birth control, which would have a catastrophic
effect on China.
He mentioned that he hopes China will not rebuild relationships with the Vatican, as they would fight the
wise Chinese government’s one-child policy by pushing the Chinese people to have many children. He also
hopes that some highly ranked Chinese officials who are traitors to China, and are Catholics secretly linked
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to the Vatican, will stop harassing the Chinese Raelians who support Chinese Government’s policies in every
field.
He declared: “I am willing to travel to China to meet with Officials to explain how much we support Chinese
official policies and wish to publicly say it. Our support is for all Chinese official policies: the right for China
to destroy hostile satellites, to stop occidental influences to destroy Chinese traditions, to fight
overpopulation by promoting one-child policy, to push the United Nations Organization to stop using the
Christian calendar and to replace it by an atheist one starting with the year the UNO was founded, to
oppose the American imperialist domination of the world etc.”
To Nelson Mandela
Who was calling on the world to re-invent Indian freedom fighter Mahatma Gandhi's non-violent approach
to solving conflicts last Monday. He said Gandhi's non-violent approach which won India freedom from
British colonial rule 60 years ago was an inspiration.
Referring to him as `The Sacred Warrior’, Mandela said the Mahatma combined ethics and morality with a
steely resolve that refused to compromise with the oppressor, the British Empire.
“In a world driven by violence and strife, Gandhi's message of peace and non-violence holds the key to
human survival in the 21st century”, said Mandela. “He rightly believed in the efficacy of pitting the sole
force of the satyagraha against the brute force of the oppressor and in effect converting the oppressor to
the right and moral point.”
To Robert Fisk
Who wrote an article in the Independent last week where he said:
“What these men (Georges W. Bush and Tony Blair) know, of course, while waffling about our
‘values’, is that the only way to lessen the risk of attack in London or Washington is to adopt a moral,
just policy towards the Middle East. Failure to do this - and the Blairs and the Bushes clearly have no
intention of doing so - means that we will be bombed again. And (their words of) warning were not
intended to prepare us for the future. They were intended to allow (them) to say "told you so" when
the next backpacker murders the innocent on the London tube system. And then we will be told that
we need even harsher legislation. And we will have to be afraid.
Yes, we must fear. We must wake every morning in fear. We must bend our entire political system
into a machine of fear. Organized society must revolve around our fear. Like the terrorologists of old
- the Claire Sterlings and Brian Croziers of this world who told us of thousands of terrorists, ‘bands of
professional practitioners dispensing violent death’, all trained in Cuba, North Korea, the Soviet Union
or Eastern Europe - Dr Death and Lord Blair of Kut al-Amara and former foreign secretary Jack ‘the
Veil’ Straw (remember him?) - want us to live in fear. They want us to be afraid.
I think we should be afraid - of what we are doing to our planet. But we should not fear our enemies
in the world. They will return. Our western occupations of so many Muslim lands have assured us of
this fate. But if we can now end our injustice in the Middle East, Dr Death's 60 years could be over
before he leaves his high office. Now there's a thought.”
Our Beloved Prophet has expressed his hope to meet him…
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To an interesting school in LA
In favor of the decolonization of Mexico.
http://www.mexicauprising.net/

Extracts of what they say:
"Mexicans" are one of the many Original Inhabitants (so-called Indians) who originated on this
continent we call Ixachilan (see "Native American Oral Traditions and Archaeological Myths"). We are
descendants of the ancient Mesoamerican civilizations that covered an area from Aztlan (so-called
U.S. Southwest) to the area called Costa Rica in Central America.
"Mexican" is what the English called us. "Mexicano" (Meh-hee-kano) is what the Spaniard Europeans
called us. Mexica (Meh-shee-kah) is what we call ourselves. Ninety-nine percent of our history as a
people happened before the Europeans invaded our land, but sadly that is not the part of our history
that has been taught to us. That hidden pre-European history, and the cultural castration effect of
the European Invasion, is what www.mexicauprising.net is based upon.
After 512 years of colonization, we must rise up against the illegal settler population whom continue
to enslave us socially, economically, politically and spiritually. It is written in our ancient prophecy
called Tzitzimimee; we will not be defeated.
* Latin America is named after the White people of Latin descent who stole our land and claimed it as
their own. The Europeans brand everything they "own" with their name, it is no different with our
land. Some may believe that the term Latino is a unifying factor for the people living in Latin America
and it is; for the whites living on our land not us.
* Latinos are white people from Southern Europe living in "Latin America." They are the people of
Latin (white Roman) descent. Latin is a white language that was spoken by the Romans. When the
Roman empire fell, the Romans eventually forgot Latin because it was no longer taught in their
schools. English, Italian, Spanish, Portuguese, and French all developed from Latin as dialects then
eventually became languages. The people who speak these languages are therefore the descendants
of the Latinos. Latino is simply Spanish for people of Latin descent; the Europeans.
* Hispanics are white people from Spain. The Romans called the Spaniards "Hispanos" which means
people of Hispania (Spain).
* When the Spaniards invaded our people, they could not pronounce our name (Mexica, pronounced
meh - shee - kah) because there is not a sound in the Spanish language for "sh". The Spaniards then
put an "x" in the place of the "sh" to signify an unknown sound. Mexicano or Mexican therefore are
mispronunciations of our true name.
* We , the Mexica people are one of the original inhabitants of this continent.
* Our original home is Aztlan. Aztlan is located in the four corners region (Colorado, Utah, New
Mexico and Arizona) along the 4 great rivers: (What we call the Nahui Atl) the Colorado river (the
river begins and ends in Arizona and Colorado, therefore to us it was considered 2 seperate rivers),
the Green river, and the San Juan river
* We migrated to Mexico/Anahuac around 1016 A.D. because of the severe droughts of the time.
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* Before we left Aztlan we were called "Azteca". But the Azteca broke up into 8 tribes, the Mexica
being the last to leave south.
* Most everyone today uses the term "Aztec" in reference to the Mexica, which is absurd. The Azteca
no longer existed after 1016 A.D. By then we had all broken up and changed our names to Hopi,
Alcohua, Mexica etc..
* Does this mean we are "INDIANS"? NO! THE INDIAN PEOPLE LIVE IN INDIA. If you are tempted to
use the word, substitute it for an accurate one like Indigenous or Native. If you want to go even
further, use the term: Ixachilankah (Nahuatl for natives of this continent which we call Ixachilan) or
Anahuaka (natives of Anahuak). It is very important that this term not be used by our people.
* Spanish is NOT our "Mother Tongue." Spanish is a foreign language from Europe. We speak it only
because we remain under colonial rule. Nahuatl is our true language.
* It is very important that we learn Nahuatl because as long as we speak white languages, we will
think like white people. Europeans are the only people in the world to develop a linear world-view;
everyone else has a circular world-view. In the linear world-view, the past is irrelevant because the
ultimate goal is to get to heaven. Everything that occurs in the past is therefore useless because
when you ask for forgiveness, you acquire a clean slate. This is why you hear whites always saying
"forget about the past" or "stop living in the past."
It is no surprise that the Europeans are the only people in the world to develop retirement homes
(because they don’t realize their parents nurtured them throughout their lives and must then be
nurtured in their old age; instead they put them in these homes to rot) and industralization (which is
an economic system that systematically destroys the Earth).
This is an illogical way of viewing the world because any normal person can see that the past,
present and future are all related. We must acquire our original circular world-view in order to
understand the events that happened in the past which still effect us in the present and how it will
continue to effect us in the future.
* Some people claim that we are the "cosmic race" a mixture of whites and "indians". They say how
can you fight against something that is in your veins? Do you think that if Hitler raped a jewish
woman the resulting child would love his father and proclaim to be a German?? I think not. By
acknowledging the Spanish blood that was raped into you as valid, you are justifying the mass rape
of our foremothers.
* The belief that "all" Mexica are half Spanish is absurd. From the time period spanning 1519 to
1810, only 80,000 Spaniards ever came to Mexico. Even if we assumed every one of these Spaniards
raped an indigenous woman, we would still be well over 95% indigenous (based on the estimated
indigenous population after diseases took their toll of 1 million, regarded by many scholars as a
highly deflated number).
* North and South America in Nahuatl are called Ixachilan and are considered to be one mass of land
united by the Eagle and Condor not two seperate continents. Anahuak is the section of Ixachilan
which includes Aztlan, Mexiko, Amalpan (Belize), Kuauhtemallan (Guatemala), Atenantitech
(Honduras), Kuzkatlan (El Salvador), and Nikananawak (Nicaragua).
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"Central America" was created when Spain divided up our land and handed it out to former Spanish
soldiers and their descendants still own these countries to this day. Just as "Mexicanos" is a false
term for natives of Mexico, "Salvadorenos" is a false term for the natives of Kuzkatlan. The correct
term for natives of El Salvador therefore is Kuzkateca.
* The Spanish names we have now are slave names which were given to our ancestors by the
Spaniards. During our enslavement on the encomiendas, we were named after our Spanish slave
masters to signify that we were their property. When the encomienda system came to end, the
Spanish priests began forcefully converting us and giving us Christian slave names. That is why many
of our people are named after saints such as Maria, Juan, Jose, Rosa etc..
* In our language "Mexica" comes from Mexihtli-Huitzilpochtli a warrior priest who led us from Aztlan
to Mexico-Tenochtitlan and who represents the sun. The word therefore means, "People of
Mexihtli/the Sun". Mexica is plural. Mexicatl is the singular form. Therefore; "I am Mexicatl (Ni
Mexicatl)" & "We are Mexica (Tehuan Mexica)".
* Catholicism was imposed upon us by the Hispanic invaders. We have our own creator whom we call
Ometeotl which means "dual cosmic energy." Ometeotl is a culmination of all the energy in the
universe and is represented by the sacred dualities of these energies - water/fire, life/death,
male/female, day/night, good/bad. We have no need for foreign religions created by foreign cultures;
we have our own.
* All of us at the age of 5 were kidnapped and systematically mind raped. This "education" has
succeeded in brainwashing all of us into being European clones. Most of us speak English and
Spanish; two European languages and are Christians; a white religion. It is time to de-colonize our
minds and think as individuals. Don't let the wasicu control your destiny, learn your true history and
culture!

To Ellinais
A year-old Athens-based group that is campaigning to revive old religious practices from the era when
Greece was a fount of education and philosophy. 20 members were gathered a few days ago to honor
Zeus at a 1,800-year-old temple in the heart of Athens. It was the first known ceremony of its kind held
there since the ancient Greek religion was outlawed by the Roman Empire in the fourth century!
"We do not believe in dogmas and decrees, as the other religions do. We believe in freedom of thought,"
one of their high Priests, Stathopoulos said. We can certainly relate to thatJ
To the Qantas passenger
Who was asked to remove his T-shirt stating that George W. Bush was a criminal before boarding a plane.
Of course he refused and he is now suing the airline.
RAEL made the following comment: Qantas is one of the worst anti-freedom airline companies in the world,
with a policy toward passengers which is almost military style. Of course it isn’t surprising as it is a company
which belongs to the Australian government whose Prime Minister is even worse than Bush.
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To the Moscow’s Gay Pride organizers
who are fighting the official ban while Moscow’s mayor declares them as 'satanic' and that he will never
allow a gay rights parade in the capital!!
Last year, those who defied the ban were beaten up by counter-demonstrators and arrested. Our best
wishes for a peaceful parade in May!
To Fashion Designer Stefano Gabbana
Who declared that the Church is responsible for the "enormous" delay in the recognition of common unions
law in Italy. The dressmaker Stefano Gabbana and his companion Domenico Dolce form one of the most
well known couples in Italy. The Italian government must present a bill recognizing common union law for
homosexual and heterosexuals this or next week.
According to him: “the Church setback the politicians who were afraid of losing the votes of the Catholics.
Abroad, the pressure was less strong. But we have the Church on our premises”.
To Patrick Lozes
President of the “Representative Council of Black Associations” (CRAN), who ordered a survey which shows
that more than half of the French black population (56%) says it’s a victim of personal racial discrimination
in everyday life: 12% state it to be often, 19% from time to time and 25% seldom. 61% have the feeling to
have lived at least an episode of racial discrimination during the last 12 months.
The person in charge of the study dares to downplay it saying "We are not there either in the statistics, nor
in the census, but in the study of opinion", stressing that the study was founded on "the subjective
perception of those which declare themselves Black".
Here is a small report of what Uriel experiences daily... is it subjective?
"I had taken a complete day off to rest and welcome a member of the family at the Station.... while
waiting at the station, I got in line to buy a sandwich at a stand, when it was my turn to order, a
young white lady arrived, did not get in line and passed in front of me and all the others in line, and
placed her order... at this time I intervene and I say to her to get in line like everyone..."
She looks at me with scorn and maliciousness and says to me "at least I work and I am not lazy" I
burst out laughing.... I did not let her get her way and I obliged her to get in line and I prohibited the
salesman from serving her before the others.... I placed my order, and she left furious and frustrated
... just behind me there was a couple from Congo, they started to applaud when she left, as well as a
young white male who was completely at the end of the line...
We go through a lot of things. That builds the brain and makes us strong. What a world! We will
change it, we are changing it J

To Chilean President Michelle Bachelet
Who faces opposition from the Church as she has signed a decree so that the morning-after contraceptive
pill can be given to girls as young as 14 without their parents' consent.
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RAELIANS IN ACTION
IN KAMA

Bishop Guide Hortense DODO campaigning for GMO in the United Kingdoms of Kama (Africa)
From December 10th to January 25th, Bishop Hortense Dodo, Professor and researcher at the A&M
University of Alabama in the USA, conducted a large campaign for GMO (Genetically Modified Organisms) in
4 countries of the West of the United Kingdoms of Kama (Ivory Coast, Burkina Faso, Benin and Togo)
The results of this campaign are remarkable.
§

7 conferences (5 in Ivory Coast, 1 in Burkina,
1 in Benin) which touched more than 1,000
participants. The Benin conference, with the
participation of the Minister of Agriculture, 26
members of the press and nearly 200
participants, was most prestigious.

§

8 television appearances including 5 in Ivory
Coast and 3 in Benin during the news
broadcasts.

§

15 radio transmissions (7 in Ivory Coast, 5 in
Benin and 3 in Togo)

§

11 press articles(7 in Ivory Coast and 4 in Benin)

During this Pro–GMO campaign, Hortense was so radiant in the media and during the conferences that she
was invited to meet with VIPs, including the President of a Republic who was impressed by her remarks
during her radio transmission that he listened to in his car.
Thank you Hortense for your great availability and your exemplary determination in implementing the ideas
of our beloved Prophet.
Ya BONI Bonobo

Guide of Ghana,
Assistant to Hortense during her tours

Tai, the Continental Guide tells us:
Hortense shook the coconut trees powerfully and in good time insofar as the moratorium on GMO over 5
years decreed by the Government of Benin ends on the 27th of March. As in Burkina, it is highly desirable
that the action of Raelians rock the situation in favor of GMO.
It should be stressed that Lucilera (Martine Leforestier), French Raelian who has lived in Benin for the last 2
years was of a considerable contribution to the success of this conference including its organization as well
as the stay of Hortense which was financially dealt with by the university institute.
Thank you Venerable for Your light and this great dream for Africa which gives us large nano-metric wings
like those of Hortense who agreed to temporarily leave her students and the USA to come eat African dust
with us. People of Kama and all Africans (Kamaens?) are very grateful and with pious respect, bow to You.
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IN TRINIDAD
By Bernard Lamarche

Bernard who lives in Canada and assists Daniel Turcotte in all English speaking parts of the Ixachilan has
been doing a conference tour for the past few weeks… Here is what he says about his stop in Trinidad:
We have put an advert in the biggest newspaper
Trinidad Express, for one day on Wednesday, we
handed out 1,000 flyers on that day, I did one
interview for two radio stations, I had interviews
with TV Ch 16 for 30 min which aired at 7:00 PM,
and another one on TV Ch 3 for 45 min. Both TV
interviews went very well, the reporters were very
respectful and curious. You can see the picture
attached here with the reporter of TV Ch 3, her
name is Jay-Q, she also came to the lecture.
We had 15 people attending the lecture, I was a little disappointed but they were all very curious and
respectful; it became a very friendly event and five of them want to help the Movement to develop in
Trinidad
With Love!

IN BRAZIL
Carly Machado, a Brazilian academic who had attended
the seminars in Spain finished her research on Raelians.
Her doctorate was defended successfully at the
Universidade do Estado de Rio de Janeiro (UERJ), one of
best the universities in the country.
The title: “Imagine if it was all true: the Raelian
Movement among truths, fiction and religions of modern".
Carly had attended Raelian meetings in Brazil and Europe
then the seminars in Costa Brava in July 60. Her thesis
will be published soon.
Bravo Carly!
Another academic, Michelle Veronese, this one from the
department of Science of Religion from the PUC University
of Sao Paulo, considered by many as the best in the
country, is also interested in Raelians and undertakes a
study which was worth publishing a very beautiful article
on us in "Sexy" magazine, a charming magazine in the
Playboy line. You can see the very beautiful illustration
below. These academic successes join the publication of
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two entries signed by Marcel Terusse for UFO and Brigite Boisselier for Human Cloning in an encyclopedia
on the great events of the 20th century.
When will we have a Raelian University professor or Director?
Lots of love,
David Uzal
National Guide - Brazil

A FEW NUMBERS FOR HOPE
By Andre Julien, lev 3 in Canada

One may think with the current world situation and our chances of survival reducing that we
will not make it. But there is still hope.
If we do a search on Google in English of some key words and compare the results for the number of hits
(number of links found on the Internet), we get interesting results. Here is the result of a search made on
January 20th, 2007 (61 AH).
Word

Country

Hits (Million)

Word

Hits (Million)

1,010 World

1,650

Death

438 Life

1,450

War

706 Love

1,130

Receive

658 Give

869

God

429 Science

762

Evolution

295 Creation

363

Pope
Pope/baptised

49 Rael
0.05 Rael/baptised

2.4
37

People talk more about the world and love than war, more about science than God or Evolution. Intelligent
Design, a relatively new concept is not that far behind Evolution, especially since the word evolution is also
used in other contexts than Darwinism. People talk more about giving than receiving. There is Hope!
On the leaders, it does not look as good at first sight, but considering we are 65,000 Raelians vs 1 billion
Christians (i.e. 15,000 times less) and the Pope appears 20 times more often than our Beloved Prophet we
are really doing good! There is still hope...
Of course this is a little biased as it is limited to the English speaking population but it is an indicator that
might be worth checking…
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CLITORAID

The AVN Las Vegas convention is still making waves. We had free and funny advertising thanks to a TV
station which covered the AVN expo in Las Vegas
Have a look… http://youtube.com/watch?v=CszUyd4h0v0
Also the Las Vegas team organized a fund raiser in a gay/lesbian bar with a few artists. You may see the
advert there. Listen until the end of the advert and you will hear a new song created by Tony Perry for
Clitoraid… enjoy!!! And come to the party in Las Vegas on February 7th!
www.piranhalasvegas.com/clitoraid

GARDENS OF THE PROPHET ON SALE
The Gardens of the Prophet close to Valcourt in Quebec are from now on, on sale. You can see the offer on
this site: http://www.landandfarm.com/lf/s/63/77577.asp
If you are interested or if you know somebody who could be, contact the resource person on the site or
send your message to: editor@raelianews.org
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ARTICLE OF THE WEEK

Date: Thursday, Jan. 18, 2007
Source: http://www.time.com/time/printout/0,8816,1580389,00.html

How To Change A Personality
By Francine Russo

Deep brain stimulation, or DBS, is a treatment given to Parkinson's patients who don't respond to
medication. A neurosurgeon implants a set of electrodes deep into the victim's brain, where they give off
little jolts of electricity to disrupt the involuntary tremors and other symptoms of the disease. But according
to Martha Farah, a neuroscientist at the University of Pennsylvania, at least one patient routinely chooses
which electrical contact to activate depending on how she wants to feel: calm for every day, more "revved
up" for a party.
Devices like DBS and psychoactive drugs like Ritalin and Prozac are already manipulating brain function in
millions of people. And future pharmaceuticals, Farah says, targeting very specific parts of the brain, will be
even more effective and will have fewer side effects. These new brain-control tools open a Pandora's box of
ethical and philosophical dilemmas, including what kind of society--and what kinds of selves--we want.
Indeed, where there once seemed to be a clear boundary between mental health and mental dysfunction,
it's now clear that these states lie along a spectrum. "Thirty years ago," says Farah, "only seriously
depressed people took antidepressants. But I'm sitting in a coffee shop now where probably half the people
have taken them." Some ethicists argue that unless you're ill, you're not really yourself when you're on
these drugs. On the other hand, says Farah, we change our brain chemistry no more with Prozac than with
coffee or tea.
With that in mind, Farah is studying modafinil, a drug developed for narcolepsy that is prescribed off-label
to patients with depression, ADHD or even jet lag. In the military, it's used to sharpen soldiers' alertness
and cognition. Her research is attempting to determine how this chemical affects normal people. "Is there a
trade-off," she wonders, "between focusing attention and reducing creativity? And if more workers use it to
excel, will we have a workforce of narrow, rigid thinkers?"
Neuroethicists are also worried that these new cognitive technologies could widen the gap between those
who can afford them and those who can't, eventually creating different classes of human beings. Just as
problematic as unequal access, some say, is the prospect of people being forced, implicitly or explicitly, to
take mind-altering medications. Someday we may all feel pressure to take--or give our kids--focus- or
memory-sharpening drugs to compete at school or work. In fact, says Richard Glen Boire, senior fellow on
law and policy at the Center for Cognitive Liberty & Ethics in Davis, Calif., "some schools require kids--not
diagnosed with ADHD by doctors--to take Ritalin to attend school."
Farah also imagines the day when we have what she calls a "neuro-correctional system" that could
transform criminals into noncriminals. We already force sex offenders to take libido-dampening drugs or
face denial of parole. A drug to dampen violent impulses might someday be similarly applied. That could, in
theory, prevent crimes.
But so would the castration of rapists, and that is considered a nearly unthinkable invasion of a person's
body. Do we have a comparable right, neuroethicists ask, to "freedom of mind"? The ethicists are raising
the questions, but it will be up to the courts--and ultimately society at large--to decide when the benefits of
this powerful but intrusive branch of brain science outweigh the dangers.
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